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Thoughts on Test Flying

THIS RESUME will be a different approach to test fly- ing. There are numerous books and many articles that have been written by learned, highly technical ... 
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5. If you don't feel confident, have someone else fly the first hops for you as you must be completely confident to stay in charge of the situation.



Thoughts On Test Flying



Okay, so what feelings can you expect on that first test hop? I will try to tell what I felt on the two occasions I test-flew aircraft. I consider myself about average EAA material, possibly a little old. At 45 I hadn't flown for some 15 years when I decided to build a plane. I elected to find out first if I could still fly before starting construction, so out to the local airfield, renew my old license, radio permit, take the physical, and start dual instruction. After solo I sent off for the plans. While building, I kept flying to stay current (see No. 1), and, lo and behold! in 15 months there was a finished Taylor "Monoplane." After trucking to the field, assembly was undertaken, and No. 2 was then



taken care of. In fact, I had gone over the plane and made a check list — very handy, as things get nervous and excited at the field! This is the start of your adventure. You are too busy to feel much more than nervousness and haste: the knowledge that your co-workers are watching (and helping) makes you nervous, but all is normal. With the plane as-
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By Jim Kerley, EAA 30389 809 Meyer Lane, Redondo Beach, Calif.
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HIS RESUME will be a different approach to test flying. There are numerous books and many articles that have been written by learned, highly technical authors on procedure and aerodynamic results of bad trim and/or bad center of gravity. This article will cover only feelings and emotions you can expect during first flights, and only from a layman's viewpoint. First, let's list my recommendations for those EAAers soon to put their birds in the sky, and then I'll relate my personal experiences in the test flights of two aircraft last year. As we come to recommendations, I'll enlarge upon



them. 1. Before test-flight time, get current in the air — not just a quick check ride. You can't afford to be trying to remember how to fly while in a badly out-of-trim plane. 2. Go over the plane with a fine-tooth comb, then go



over it again, then have a flying friend go over it again. If everything is okay, then forget about it and



concentrate on the flying. You don't want to worry about missing nuts when you are in the air. 3. At first lift-off attempt to relax control pressures for a second to find out what the aircraft is doing— you know what you are doing! 4. Avoid the practice of just lifting off the runway — flying along and then landing. This is difficult and I



don't recommend it. If the engine is performing properly, it is so much easier to make a normal circuit of the field, feel the plane out on the downwind leg, square away in the glide, and land. I tried the "liftoff and land" procedure and said to myself "never again!" 34



MARCH 1970



Taylor "Monoplane", N-8011, with author-builder Jim



Kerley at the controls, is the subject of one of the test flights he describes.



sembled, all items safetied and checked off, the plane was wheeled out. This revealed that the wheels were not tracking just right, so shims were called for. Something like this is going to make you irritable; relax, it's par for the course. Engine fired up, I elected to try taxi tests. Here the first good feelings started as I taxied away from the gang — you are going to feel a small thrill when you



start rolling. Taxi slow, then faster until finally the tail is up. You are too busy to feel much, except maybe perspire, as you try to analyze the tail wheel control, rudder control, and how fast to get the tail up. At this time, you



know the moment has arrived to leave the earth and now some fear is mixed with the thrill of anticipation. It's time for Recommendation No. 3, but I didn't, so here is what happened. As the high speed runs with tail



up became longer, I was finally launched out of a slight dip into the air at less than full throttle. With a quick feeling of panic I popped the stick forward to avert any nose-up stall and. of course, it was too much. As it started to drop, I came back on the stick — too much! — and I now zoomed higher than before! In the meantime, I was yawing from too much pressure with one foot so I was



holding opposite aileron to level the plane. Wasn't that nice, but then I said I was a layman, didn't I?



Bob Eaby's Minicab GY-20, N-1855, was the second ship



described in the accompanying article, and after trim corrections were made a fine performing two-place machine resulted.



About this time, a panic-stricken thought hit me— I could get killed right here! This snapped me into action; I relaxed all pressures a second, came back smoothly on the power and oozed down to land. You can see the reason for Recommendation No. 4 — how much easier to use full power, establish a gentle climb, make gentle turns, feel out the control pressures, relax in the glide, and feel the aircraft as you land. I continued this lift-off routine a few more times and quit as darkness approached. The next morning I took off, flew the pattern, landed, and what a difference! Now, in test-flying the second plane, a Minicab GY-20, the lessons learned from the first plane paid off. The "Monoplane" wasn't bad for trim, whereas the Minicab was quite out of trim and only emphasizes what you should do when flying any strange aircraft for the first time and that is fly visually. Forget what pressures are required and keep the aircraft level. The owner of the Minicab elected to follow Recommendation No. 5, as he hadn't flown in three years, and after explaining my doubts as to his choice I agreed. I had had time to recap my first tests and had mapped out my program. Came the day — line up on the centerline, ease in power all the way, let the tail come up and, with very little back pressure, I was in the air and climbing gently with wings level. But what was this: I was holding hardleft aileron, hard-down elevator, and a lot of right rudder! I relaxed control pressures for a second, and the plane started an abrupt climbing roll to the right and with



the nose yawed to the left. After swallowing my heart, I went back to flying visually, climbed to pattern altitude, around the pattern, stayed high until I knew I had the field made. Carburetor heat on, back on the throttle, keep a little extra speed until flare, then back on the stick and I was on! After a double check on the weight and balance to make sure the tail heaviness was a trim problem, it was just a matter of tabs to bring the trim correct, fix the



nit-picking items, and the Minicab was a fine flying machine. This flight routine was so much better. I knew what I was going to do, and with no hesitation did it;



no feelings of fear or panic were encountered, and I heartily recommend it. Well, you've returned to earth safely, and filtering through a slight daze is the jubilant realization—it flies!



Then, full of exuberance, you are going to want to tell



everybody how it was up there. Go ahead, you deserve it! And if you can sleep soundly that night, you're a better man than I am, Charlie Brown! ® SPORT AVIATION
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